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ABSTRACT 

In the process of making museum fund we face the question of the significance of every its exhibit item for 

documenting the social development of the represented time, certain events, processes and structures. The value of the fund 

is first of all determined on the history of the exhibited thing, of its primary application and the place of it in the life of the 

society it belonged. The article is devoted to the results of the research in museology which allows to came to conclusion 

that the totality of all these features give the presentation of cultural and historical value of the museum exhibit, necessity 

of its safe keeping and proper use in communication. 

The article deals with the research in museology which results in necessity to determine the value of the <museum 

exhibit> for its proper use in communication. 
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INTRODUCTION  

A “museum exhibition” maintaining the past, makes the value of the present out of it, it proves that life is               

non-stop process and nothing can be lost. Museum saves and restores materials (proofs, conclusive things) which were 

destroyed or could have been damaged in the result of natural processes. An object, which is taken to museum to be 

maintained, will be disconnected with its initial environment and starts to complete another function.  

Some author’s work or some master’s tuskyiz (colour carpet) is made for decoration and if it is deprived from its 

main function as a decorative element, then it will have not only aesthetic character but will mainly have informational, 

“lingual”, “informative” character as well and it will function as a part of a hypertext. 

Merab Mamardashvilly1 says: “a word has two criteria-the first, a word itself, the second, besides, its capability of 

showing the meaning of an object”. Museum texts are history, the meaning of a word is demonstrated by replacing it with 

an object. “The Museum language” is a language for proving, basing and approving of the words in books, especially from 

historical and biographical texts [1-25-26].  

The peculiarity of the museum language is that composites of the given text are unique and cannot be copied.           

For example, you can listen to music again, or review the film or you can print photos over and over again.  

However, a “museum exhibition” is the one and only, so it is impossible to get back into ancient times and we are 

not able to return the past time. Nowadays modern craftsmen are able to make copies of museum exhibits such as baby’s 

bed (besik), bracelets, yer-turman, dulyga, any kinds of dishes or dombyra and lots of other objects of ancient time without 

changing their original form.  
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Looking at these copies we cannot feel the initial craftsman’s mood, which he devoted them to, we cannot see 

how and in what conditions he prepared necessary materials (wood, leather or pieces of metal), we cannot see his working 

actions and the tools which he used. Though we accept this copy, anyway we appreciate the original model.  

Even, the presented book with author’s signature, the pen by which the signature had been signed or by which the 

original novel had been written, first people’s tools – none of them can be returned back. They are peculiar, because the 

history of that time, of that period, craftsman’s history of life, destiny, belief and spirit are conveyed in a museum exhibit, 

in each object.  

In museum work there is a structural order of defining the expositional spaces and finding the exhibit’s museum 

value which completes each of these expositional spaces. Therefore, it will be beneficial and useful to define and 

propagandize each exhibit’s role in development process (from ancient times till today) in scientific way, and recognize 

definite exhibits which have a part in development process and introduce them in cultural-enlightening way. These two 

branches completing each other will “vitalize any museum for sure”[2].  

History records every instant of humanity omitting nothing. But, it needs an educated generation, who can see, 

understand and read these records. 

The first human being, who lived in a cave, nowadays reached the Space. Ancient monuments, balbals, signs on 

rocky stones, mausoleums and heritages stored in museums, between stone caves and infinity space, all of them are our life 

history. Each generation has its trails of essence on historical pages. 

Struggle for continual existence, beliefs, customs and traditions, hardly gained experience, forcible actions and 

violence caused to each other and happiness of thousands of generation are recorded on historical path from ancient times 

till present days. This is a way of cognition. Our ancestors overcame a great way of difficulties, violence and force, thus 

keeping moving forward they carried on improving their personality, cognition, tradition and perception of beauty. 

Our ancestors’ sincere wish and dream was to lead peaceful life. But, this dream could not be accomplished 

during the war and conquest period for a long time. That period needed in militant men. 

Just only heroes and wise men could manage people. While patriarchal society needed heroes, the desire of young 

women was to give birth to a boy. People said, a woman who was waiting for birth to a boy, had a passionate desire to wolf 

meat, camel milk and the falcon's heart. Even in the most antiquities on many stones and in legend exists an image of           

wolf-son, who called “Kok bori”. We will take Gun tribe’s legend as an example. There were two daughters of a king 

(Han). His daughters were originally pretty, so he decided to take them away to a big tower far from people. The wolf-son 

fell in love with his youngest daughter and afterwards they had many children (further generations) [3-47]. 

In Chinese history there was an interesting legend of Gun tribe. Gun tribe lost the battle to their neighbor nation 

and only boy survived in that war. Enemies could not kill a boy and left him alive in the field. One day a wild female wolf 

found a boy and she brought him up herself. Being an adult man, this boy and a wolf gave a birth to ten babies. One of 

them was an ancestor of Gun tribe, he was called- Ashina (in Chinese) and Shene bori (in Kazakh). Shene bori was a wise 

and clever man, who managed the Turkish kaganat (county). And the leader’s picture (wolf’s head) had been drawn and 

handed on the roof of the kaganat, as a symbol of his governing. 
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Not only Turkis nation used the kult “kok bori” in Kazakh traditional games, this kult was definitely described in 

legend, folklore stories and fairytales. 

In “Oguznami” (the book is about Oguz tribe) was written about the Oguz tribe’s kagan (the king), who was 

shown the right way by a red wolf during his trip. In this legend the wolf is shown as a main guide [4].  

The academician A. Kh. Margulan wrote: The pregnant women, that eat ‘wolf’s meat’ in February will give a 

birth to boys. In “Kobylandy”2 poem is written about kiz Kurtka (kurtka- a female wolf), who was called “my wolf” by 

Kobylandy himself.  

In “Kiz Zhibek”3 poem is told about six sons of Syrly bai (rich man, whose name is Syrly) and all his sons were 

wolves.  

Taking the first thousand times of our century, we investigated that “Kok bori” (the legend about wolf) played an 

important role among the ancient tribes. We find such data (information) from various sources as our ancestors or people, 

that knows something in this field. In this source is told: “…Data of the Chinese sources about officers of Turkis guards 

fuli (bori-wolf from turkis), an existing a post of a fulin-kagan-title, "which should specify a mania of murder", rewarding 

them with the banners of a gold wolf head, it can be considered as the certificate of existence ancient Turkis wolf man's 

unions”[5]. 

Today, famous “Kokpar tartu” (the Kazakh national game) takes a social meaning in order to develop military 

skills. During the leadership of Turkis kagan (king), all group of batirlar (The Kazakh heroes) trained themselves under this 

motto “Derbes bori zhasak”. In modern language we call them “Guards”. The military method of training guards is closely 

connected with sport game “Kokpar”[6]. Investigating the essence of bori and connect it with traditional game ‘Kokpar’ S. 

A. Itegulova gives the exact definition of a wolf, comparing within Americans’ Indian wolf totem: “The Indian “wolf’s 

dance” is used for successful hunting for animals, the Turkish “kok bori” is used in game for training military skills” [7]. 

We can say that kokpar game is considered to be a self-affirmation of ourselves through being bori. But there are a lot of 

contradictions among researchers, according to this game. They confirm that “Kok bori” - is a totem sign of every tribe. 

Totem defines animals’ traits, so it called ‘taboo’. Therefore “Kokpar” gains a ritual meaning. It’s a game of “choosing a 

leader”. It’s bori (wolves’) competition. Saving this custom men wish to win the title bori. It’s definitely shown, when the 

participants being astride a horse compete with each other in order to own goat’s carcass. In this game kokpar all 

participants are called boriler (wolves), and only winner is called “Kok bory”. So, for Kazakhs kokpar is an art of fighting 

and training our generation for military discipline.  

G. N. Potanin wrote the legend about Chingis khan4. It was said that after Duyun Bayan’s death Alango turned to 

a wolf at night after getting a moon beam trough the shanirak (yurt-house, shanirak-roof of the house). Leaving the house 

Alango wolf pronounced words:”Chingis, Chigis”. After that Chingis was born [8]. Chingis khan’s wife’s name was Borte. 

As we know, that “Borte” is a name of woman, so the same name was given to female wolf.  

Kazakhs’ needle works shows a lot of ornaments devoting to wolves, such as “bori koz” (the eye of wolf), “bori 

kulak” (the ear of wolf), thereby it is easier to understand the inner meaning. 

M. Omirbekova defined: “Bori koz”, “Bori kulak” -the ornaments of the eye, wolves’ heads and the ear make in 

the form of the leaflet out [9]. 
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Alkei Margulan wrote: “If the woman during her pregnancy wants to eat more wolves’ meat, after giving a birth 

to baby, she must give a name to her baby as “Mangis” (Mangit) and “Nogai””. “Mangis” and “Nogai” it meant 

“bori”(blue sky). In ancient times these words as “bori kus” and “mangit” meant “it-kus” and “koktin kusi”. For allocating 

the greatest human-being qualities, the Kazakh nation gave a name to a person using such words as “man”, “shin”, “bori” 

and “kus”. The words “Mangis”, “Chingis” and “bori kus”- it meant blue clear sky on the top of mountain. Gun tribes gave 

another definition to words “Mangis” and “Chingis”- it meant “The supreme” in such meaning like “tan-eri” (the God), 

“Heavenly forces”. Ancient Greeks compared these words “Mangis”, “Chingis” and “taniri” with words “Uranium”,             

“The Neptune”, “The Saturne” [10-362-365]. 

In A. Kh. Margulan’s first volume work “The Kazakh national applied art” is shown ‘shapan’ (the Kazakh 

national dress) of the greatest educator Chingis Ualikhanov5, who presented his dress to Omsk museum (Russia) [11]. 

Firstly, “shapan” is an antiquary of Ualikhan’s family. Secondly, “shapan” was given to museum by Ualikhan’s 

son “Chingis”. Thirdly, there is an ornament “bori kulak” which has never encountered in the plethora of other national 

values even, and we see this ornament among lots of other ones which are given on a back and sleeves of the shapan.              

This ornament is thought to be a tumar (amulet), as if it helped to bear a hero who would be courageous, who would 

respect his predators’ traditions, and to continue to bring up faithful Ageneration.  

This item is like a sign or a letter written to the next generation aiming at conveying ancestors’ and the previous 

generations’ dream and life essence. On the one hand, Sh. Ualikhanov’s shapan, one of the main items of his clothing, had 

“bori kulak” ornaments, on the other hand, he gave to his son the name Chingis, and thereby it proves father’s wish to his 

son to be “a person of power”. Chingis Ualikhanov’s life is a proof of realization of this token and justification of father’s 

wish. 

 

Figure 1: Shapan- Women’s Dressing Gown with Variegated Ornament  
in a Geraldic Disposition of Wolf Ears 

Fourthly, this shapan causes a special attention, because it was sewed for woman. Album 1-volume: it was 

marked: “Dressing gown. Chingis Ualikhanov’s gift. Omsk historical-regional studies museum”(Russia). In the photo 

taken from A. Kh. Margulan’s personal archive it was written as such:  

“Table CCCLXI. Shapan-woman’s dressing gown with variegated ornament in a geraldic disposition of wolf ears, 

Chingis Ualikhanov’s gift Omsk museum. So, since a woman is a continuer of generation the Ualikhans had shapans 

sewed from silk to all female, they are wives and daughters. Who can contradict the fact that Zeynep had not worn shapan, 

if she gave a birth to such a bright star as Shokan6. For Ualikhan’s dynasty the ornament of “bori kulak” was considered as 

a sign of all of them. 
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Figure 2: The Ornament “bori kulak” 

Without A. Kh. Margulan’s work we could not know about Shingis Ualikhanov’s cultural heritage, life 

achievements, history and heritage which have remained with hope. 

There is an opinion that appreciation of “bori”(wolf) is maintained in Uly Zhuz Shaprashty ru (elder tribe). 

From an ethical aspect we can confirm that Shapirashty have arisen from Gun tribe. Poet Zhambyl Zhabaev said: 

“The wolf’s head is my motto; the wolf itself is my banner”. There are many exhibitions in the museums, that are fraught 

centuries-old traditions and which have not yet been explored fully. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Thus, cultural and historical value of the museum exhibit is caused by the history of the subject, its original 

purpose, a place in society. For the correct determination of the importance and value of museum exhibits, their 

conservation and proper use in communication researchers recommended museums, historians and ethnographers to 

conduct the research in museology. 
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1 Merab Konstantinovich Mamardashvili— outstanding philosopher of the ХХ century, Doctor of Philological sciences, 
professor. 

2 "Kobylandy batyr" and "Kyz Zhibek" are well-known Kazakh eposes, the masterpieces that reveal the richness and 
diversity of the Kazakh culture, language, customs and traditions. 
 
4 Chingizkhan (Тemudgin) — the founder and first great khan of Mongol Empire, who united the disparate Mongol tribes, 
the commander who organized the conquest of the Mongols in China, Central Asia, the Caucasus and Eastern Europe. 

5 Chynghys Ualikhanov — the son of Wali Khan, Abylai khan’s grandson, an officer in the tsarist army, Colonel, Chief 
Sultan of the Kokchetau district. 

6 Chocan (Shokan) Chingisovich Ualikhanov (1835—1865) — the great Kazakh scholar, orientalist, historian, 
ethnographer, geographer, folklorist, translator, journalist and traveler. Father: Chynghys Ualikhanov. Mother: Zeynep 
Chormanova. 

 
 


